2018 GALLERY PRESENTS
INLIGHT 2018

EXHIBITION
Juried by Kimberli Gant, PhD, Mckinney Curator of Modern & Contemporary Art, Chrysler Museum, Norfolk, VA

1® Beth Reitmeyer with ELEG | River
2 Junoh Yu | The Destiny of Pariatche
3 Jubee Lee | After the big wind stops I see gentle waves
5® Phillip Merritt | Richmond Gate
6 Barak Chamo | A Field of Light
7 Sarah Choo Jang | Art of the Rehearsal
8 Bob Kapotof | Oasis in the Night
9 Nastassja Swift | Spoken Word
10 Kevin Orlosky | Building Together
11® Amy Smith | Community Garden
12 Theremim Collective: Zephyr Acosta-Lewis, Laura Cramer, Palmer Foley, and Nicole Horton | Hidden in Plain Sight
13 Logan Gandridge | Pursuance: A Spiritual Resolution
14 In Kyoung Chun | Two Circles
15 Marta Finkelstein | Echoes in Motion
16 Ben Slats | Untitled (Richmond Residential Security Map)
17 Michelle Koppl and peoplepulp | AVALIUSION | 15-min performance: Fri 11/16, 9:30pm SAT 11/17, 9:30pm
18 Leila Elhtash and Carl Patow | River City Reflections
19® Valerie Quinn Polgar | stoneWarm
20® Eva Davaredos and Fan Peng | Intentions Transfer and Disappearance
21 Kei Ro | Luminous Shadows
22 In Kyoung Chun | Blue Gate

* A Capital One sponsored interactive work

NEW MARKET PEOPLE'S CHOICE AWARD, INLIGHT MAP & DONATE ONLINE
Scan this QR code with your smartphone's camera to vote for your favorite juried work of art view a digital map and donate to keep InLight free. The winner of the New Market People's Choice Award will be announced Sunday, November 18th.

SPECIAL PROJECTS
Covered by 1708 Gallery
- Steven Casanova | 1898 N. Colonial Ave
- Jessica Lynne | Draft for an epic #4: For Love and Land
- Afrikana Film Festival | Curated films

NIGHTLIGHTS INTERACTIVE ZONE
Sponsored by Capital One
Studio Two Three | Studio To-Go
CodeVA | Glitter Stitch
VMFA | ArtMobile
InLight Lantern Making, Friday 6-7pm
VMFA | Community Mask Making Inspired by Congo Masks: Masterpieces from Studio Two Three | Studio To-Go
Richmond Community ToolBank

VIRGINIA MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS
The VMFA's galleries will be open during InLight. Check out the light-based works at Small Band by Glenn Ligon in the Atrium and an AGRGlass demonstration in the American Galleries. Follow us on #1708gallery and share your InLight experience with #1708InLight.

1708 GALLERY PRESENTS
INLIGHT PARADE
FRIDAY Bring a lantern or make one with us from 6-7pm then join the parade to kick off InLight. Gather in the Nightlights Interactive Zone at 7pm and receive an LED candle for your lantern. The parade begins at 7:30pm

1708 GALLERY'S 11TH ANNUAL INLIGHT RICHMOND
1708 Gallery is pleased to present the 11th annual InLight Richmond, a FREE public exhibition of light-based art and performances. Featuring an international roster of artists, InLight 2018 includes performances, sculpture, video, and interactive projects that will illuminate pathways, walls, green spaces, trees, building facades, and more, in and around the VMFA campus. In recognition of 1708 Gallery's 40th Anniversary, InLight 2018 will focus on ideas of Community. Artists were invited to consider this dynamic and to imagine an ideal community—One Richmond. InLight kicks off with the Community Lantern Parade on Friday, November 16. Bring a lantern or make one with us from 6-7pm and then join the parade. Gather in the Nightlights Interactive Zone at the corner of Grove Ave. and N. Sheppard St. at 7pm and receive an LED candle for your lantern. The parade begins here at 7:30pm.

JUROR'S STATEMENT
There is no one definition of community, as there is no one definition of light. Both ideas bring us strength and support, they provide guidance and ideally hope. In the selection for the 2018 InLight projects the focus is on works that are participatory, physically engaging the communities coming to see them, and showing how light can illuminate sociopolitical commentary. Art is not separate from the world around us, and all of these objects will make you think about how art can question, challenge, bring joy, and even unite. Kimberli Gant, PhD, McKinnon Curator of Modern & Contemporary Art, Chrysler Museum, Norfolk, VA

AWARDS
Each work of art in the juried exhibition is eligible to win the New Market Best in Show Award selected by the juror and the New Market People's Choice Award chosen by you!

Cast your vote for the New Market People's Choice Award by scanning the QR code on the map with your smartphone's camera. The winners will be announced Sunday, November 18.

QUESTIONS?
Please visit the information tents located on the grounds of the museum.

ABOUT 1708 GALLERY
Founded in 1978, 1708 Gallery is a non-profit contemporary art space whose mission is to present exceptional new art. 1708 Gallery is committed to providing opportunities for artistic innovation and to expanding the understanding and appreciation of contemporary art.

1708 Gallery is located in downtown Richmond at 319 W. Broad Street. For more information, please visit www.1708gallery.org or call 804.443.1708.

SPECIAL THANKS
Seraphet Gorgos | Small Band/uni by Glenn Ligon in the Atrium
Tina Paraguay | footnote | Glitter Stitch
Michele Fish | Sphinx, InLight Richmond 2017

1708 GALLERY THANKS OUR INLIGHT SPONSORS

The VMFA's galleries will be open during InLight. Check out the light-based works at Small Band by Glenn Ligon in the Atrium and an AGRGlass demonstration in the American Galleries. Follow us on #1708gallery and share your InLight experience with #1708InLight.